PM hopes Malaysia will be overall champions
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Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Razak believes Malaysia have what it takes to emerge as the Kuala Lumpur Sea Games overall champions through their athletes' performances as well as immense support from the people. "We take note that the nation's mood, within these couple of days seems to be positive during the 29th Sea Games. "We see that the people's support peaked at each sporting venue and our sportsmen worked their very best to emerge victorious for the nation. "Let us hope that if such a trend continues, Malaysia will stand a good chance to be the champion of the Sea Games," Najib said yesterday.

Najib said the closing of the Sea Games would take place on Merdeka's eve. "The 60th Independence celebration will be held on a large scale, and will be carried out differently than previous celebrations. "Such a positive atmosphere reflects the people's increased confidence with the government, whereby what is currently being done spurs the nation forward and that we are able to fulfill the people's wish and aspirations."